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aluminium composite
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Tenders: Work starts on
Rs.4,243.64cr mega container
terminal at Tuna-Tekra

Congratulations to ISRO and India
“This is a success of both science and industry,” he said on 27

Aug in his address to the B20 Summit India, applauding
Chandrayaan-3 landing on the moon on 23 Aug 2023, a

success story of ISRO in leading the Lunar mission and the role
played by the industry and MSMEs.

"Expanding Illumina's
presence in India allows the

company to collaborate
and be part of a vibrant
biotech ecosystem with

skilled labor, strong
research and development
resources, and supportive
government policies," said

Gretchen Weightman,
Senior Vice President, Asia

Pacific, Middle East & Africa,
Illumina.
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“India is home to some of the
greatest engineering talent on

the planet,” said Rajesh
Anandaramu, HR Director at
Moveworks’ Bengaluru office.

“Not only does Moveworks
recognize this, it continues to
invest in the Bengaluru team
with aggressive hiring plans
for the foreseeable future.”

“DataLink is committed to
providing best-in-class solutions
in quality performance and risk
adjustment, and we’re confident
that leveraging India’s abundant
talent pool will complement our

US-based operation to better
serve our clients and improve

health outcomes for their
members,” DataLink CEO Ashish

Kachru said on 17 Aug
announcing the opening of new

office in Hyderabad.
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Riana Barnard, Best Practices
Research Analyst at Frost &

Sullivan, added, STT GDC India’s
evolving high-capacity

infrastructure purposefully taps
into the hyperscalers' rapid

growth trajectory while
catering to enterprise clients.

QIA CEO Mansoor Ebrahim Al-Mahmoud said, “QIA is
committed to supporting innovative companies with high-

growth potential in India’s fast growing retail market. We are
looking forward to Reliance Retail Ventures Limited, with its
strong vision and impressive growth trajectory, joining our

growing and diverse portfolio of investments in India.”

Pointing out the incredible diversity of the country, the Prime
Minister asserted, “With such diversity, India is an ideal testing

lab for solutions. A solution which succeeds in India can be
easily applied anywhere in the world.”
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“India has always been of
keen interest for our clients

around the globe,” said
David Strempel, Vice
Chairman Translink

Corporate Finance, as he
welcomed SMC Capitals

partnership. “We are
convinced that we will see

an important increase in our
cross-border deal flow with

India.”

With cement production projected to be 1,400 MTPA by 2050,
the year by which the industry hopes to become net-zero, there
would be a demand for around 50GW of green power from the
industry, elaborated K N Rao, Corporate Head – EHS, AFR, Energy

Sustainability, MyHome Industries.
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SDG-related developments
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The Prime Minister has
expressed confidence that
the B20 Summit has paved

the way for a collective
transformation. “Let us

remember that a connected
world is not just about

connection through
technology. It is not only

about shared social
platforms but also about a

shared purpose, shared
planet, shared prosperity

and a shared future.”

Anoop Menon, Principal-Investments who also leads Investor
Relations at Chiratae Ventures in the East Asian region, says, "With

the changing geo-political environment and India’s blistering
economic growth, India has become a strong contender for

increased investments and business partnership within Asia. Along
with this, there is a strong need to contextualise the India narrative
by a leader who has seen both sides closely, and Pushkaran helps
us do that. Having him on our Advisory Board provides a valuable

sounding board for our team and founders as we navigate the
markets in Singapore, Japan, and other regions of Asia Pacific.”

“We have been especially impressed with the growth of Hyderabad’s
infrastructure to absolutely world-class standards. Our fruitful conversations
with the Minister for Industries and Commerce, K. Taraka Rama Rao, during
his recent visit to Chicago, reinforced our conviction that Hyderabad is the
right place for o9 India’s next phase of growth. We are thrilled to be starting

o9 Hyderabad immediately,” said Chakri Gottemukkala, Co-Founder and
CEO, o9 Solutions.
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“We are looking at mapping
global value chains so that

Indian traders can play a greater
role in global value chains and

we also focussed on digitisation
of trade documentation,” Minister
Goyal said, pointing out that India

will have almost 90% of global
GDP being represented in New

Delhi at the G20 Summit in a few
days.

“Supporting SME engagement - whether it is in standards
cooperation, sustainable trade, funding and scaling, or integration
in global supply chains - is the next logical step in further fortifying

the dynamic trade ties between the United States and India,”
elaborated Chandrajit Banerjee, Director General, CII.

The Prime Minister has
expressed confidence that the

B20 Summit has paved the
way for a collective

transformation. “Let us
remember that a connected

world is not just about
connection through

technology. It is not only
about shared social platforms

but also about a shared
purpose, shared planet,
shared prosperity and a

shared future.”
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RETAP’s initial focus is to be on green-clean hydrogen, wind energy, long
duration energy storage, and to explore geothermal energy, ocean-tidal
energy and other emerging technologies as mutually determined in the

future, says MNRE.
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Technology: LTIMindtree-CAST AI
to help companies save cost of
cloud migration

Technology: Chetu says Noida
centre to train world-class software
developers

Technology: Hyderabad gets
“Supply Chain Skills Academy”

Technology: Committee wants
Indian startups to redomicile in
GIFT IFSC

Technology: UST to grow in
telecommunications sector with
Mobilecomm acquisition

Technologies

Technology: GenAI has potential to
revolutionize industries, says
Appana

Investment: Hon Hai to establish
industrial parks in India

“India, where the IT market
has grown significantly, is
witnessing an increase in
the demand for talented

developers. I believe
TeamSparta is capable of

addressing the
challenges of India's IT
education market as it

has experience providing
developer education for

non-majors in Korea,
which is encountering a

similar situation to India,”
Eunseo Cha, Course

Manager of  TeamSparta
from Seoul, said on 30

Aug 2023. “Starting with
online classes, we will

consolidate our position in
the Indian B2C market.”

Technology: Tata Communications’
5G Roaming Lab provides seamless
connectivity

Sharing more details on
14 Aug, Pradeep P S, Chief

Executive Officer,
AgriTech D2C & FAAS

(Farm to fork as SaaS),
said, “India is the second

largest country in
agriculture production

and we, at Farmers Fresh
Zone, are super proud to
represent as the only one

from India at a global
forum.
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Technology: CIL expects higher
coal prices through e-auction
platform

Technology: PM satisfy about
creation of G20 virtual Global Digital
Public Infra Repository

Technology: Chandrasekhar offers
India Stack to France, Bangladesh,
South Korea and Turkey

Technology: HCLSoftware-Google
Cloud integrate generative AI
solutions into products

Technology: DataLink’s new
Hyderabad office complements US
operation

Technology: STT GDC contributes
to India’s digital growth story

Technology: India critical for
Moveworks to grow globally

Technology: Indigenous software
solution can prevent attacks on 5G
networks

Technology: Digital India
programme expanded with outlay
of Rs.14,903cr

Technology: India to cooperate on
digital transformation with Trinidad
and Tobago

Congratulations
to ISRO and

India !
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Placements of 24
advertisement in
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website for one month
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